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Firemen evacuate resident hall
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Fee increase
seems likely
CSU loan for cost overruns
would be paid by students

Einan Baer Special to the gaily

San Jose Fire Department fireman extinguishes flames coming from a burning

mattress

outside Nlarkhatn Hall

Fire guts dormitory room;
mattress labeled as cause
Ity Kathy White and
Douglas Alger
Daily stall writers
Residents of Markham Hall were
evacuated out of their homes Monday night when a fire broke out on
the second floor of that brick dormitory.
The fire, which happened in
Room 232. began smoldering
around 3 p.m. Monday. Residents
noticed smoke in the second floor
hallway during that time, but
couldn’t tell where it was coming
front.
At approximately 9 p.m. that
night. Dave Little and Chris
Mackey. both residents in the hall.
noticed a lot of smoke pouring out
of that nicim. Mackey then pulled
one of the fire alarms while Little
went to get the resident director.
"We were just on our way to go
and work out when we noticed all
of this smoke coming out from
under the door of the room." Little
said.
Rob Hiner. another Markham
resident, said he had noticed smoke
earlier in the day hut couldn’t pinpoint where exactly it was coming
from.
Markham’s 200 residents were
evacuated by resident director
(RD) Patrick Choi, resident adviser
(RA) Stacee Wiggins. and Allen
Hall RD Gary Timko.
"When I came to help evacuate,
you could see flames through the

"The police should enlist the
Housing staffs help. . . . That
(not enlisting help) has been a
problem in past incidents." Brown
said.
Angela Williams and Jane Stay ton, the two who share that room,
were not present when the fire
began. Williams came back about a
half-hour after the fire trucks had
been called. She told firemen she
had given up smoking last December and had no idea what started
the fire.

Environmental studies
offers graduate degree
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily matt writer
For the first time and as the only
school in Northern California. SJSU
is offering a master’s degree program in environmental studies this
semester.
Only one other school in the state,
California State University at Fullerton, has such a program. This
leads Gary Klee. environmental
studies professor. to think "there
will be a good number of students
coming to us."
Klee developed the program while
on a semester-long sabbatical leave
about three years ago.
’As coordinator of the environmental studies department I kept
turning people away. saying ’sorry,

we don’t have a graduate studies
program.’ I got tired of turning people away."
Klee estimates that 35 to 40 people are currently working on their
master’s degrees. Bruce Olszewski,
specializing in water resource management and urban planning, will be
among the first to graduate.
Busy at work on his thesis paper.
Olszewski expects to have completed the requirements by the end of
the year.
"I find that a real honor to be the
first to come out." he said. "I will
do my best to make the San Jose
State environmental studies program
look as good as it is...
Olszewski received his bachelor’s
See DEGREE. back page

thought." Boothe said Thesday. "It
doesn’t look real good for SJSU.’
’At this point the commitment of
the office is to complete construction
quickly, and that can occur only with
additional funds.’’ said Jeff Stetson.
director of public affairs for the
Chancellor’s Office. Tuesday.
"If we wait around and the construction company walks, we’ll lose
a lot of money." he said.
Stetson said a bond loan of up to
$6.5 million, which students will
repay. would probably he approved.
Boothe said John S. Hillyard, assistant vice chancellor, told him that
SJSU students can expect a fee increase of between $4 to $8 per semester to cover the loan.
The current student fee is $38 per
semester.
"A bond loan is the most effective
loan because we can wait until rates
are low to take out the inoney."
Stetson said.
"My biggest fear is that a bond
loan will be issued and that a tee increase will result," McLennan said
Monday.
"The whole thing is not to go into
it blindly. he said. "We don’t want
them to rush into authorization of an
interim loan.
"We’re looking at a very short
time period." Mclennan said.
"Two months front now we’ll know
where we are .
See FEES, back page

UPD nabs suspect
inside locker room

window, even with the drapes
closed," Timko said.
Kathy Kasper. West Hall RD.
was on duty at the time of the fire.
but RAs and RDs were unable to
reach her by either phone or
beeper.
When additional RAs arrived on
the scene to assist in clearing out
the building, they were obstructed
by campus security and police officers.
"We (housing employees) are
professionals and trained to do
that," said University Housing Director Willie Brown. "We have
had more fire training than practically any other group on campus.
Certainly campus security officers
have had less training.

The cause of the fire has been
listed as a cigarette or matches.
See FIRE, back page

By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
An interim loan that will cause a
student fee increase will probably be
issued to cover cost overruns of the
Rec Center, Toni Boothe, Associated Students director of California
state affairs said from Long Beach
Tuesday.
Boothe and A.S. President Michael McLennan are in Southern
California until Thursday trying to
convince the California State University Board of Trustees that SJSU
students should not have to pay fitr
the overruns, much of which were
caused by mismanagement, according to recent reports on the project.
"Unfortunately, the students are
legally responsible." McLennan
said Monday.
Boothe and McLennan went first
to California State University at
Dominguez Hills to rally support for
their cause from other CSSA representatives.
"The CSSA board of directors
supported the concerns of the San
Jose State students. John S. Richardson. CSSA liaison to Chancellor W.
Ann Reynolds, told the Spartan
Daily Monday.
But when Boothe asked the trustees to create a CSSA committee to
study possible alternatives to a fee
increase Tuesday. the trustees reacted by calling for the loan instead.
Boothe said.
"It’s not going as well as

Kevin %%nod, left, and Robert Quirk, both resident ads iser.. at
Markham Hall, talk after helping to put out the flames.

Students
and faculty
fight crime
By Lisa Walker
Daily staff writer
SJSU students and fauits
are working together to reduce
crime and conflict in San
Jose’s urban core through a
campus based program. Si Se
"It Can Be Done."
Pueta
The program was established by the Santa Clara
County Board of Education
with the intent to work with
youth in the San Jose area.
"The program has been on
campus since 1980 M which
’time it has been cross -listed
See PROGRAM, back page

By Kath> White
Daily staff writer
A University Police Department
surveillance team staking out the
men’s locker room in the Spartan
Complex arrested Dan Costa Tuesday afternoon in connection with the
two recent burglaries there.
Costa, who is not a student at
SJSU, was arrested in possession of
bolt cutters along with a jacket that
was stolen in one of the two burglaries.
"The surveillance team spotted
him inside, said It. Shannon Maloney. acting co-director of public
safety. "He was arrested on a local
warrant . ’
The local warrant was for not appearing on charges of a $262 traffic
violation. He had a second warrant
of $50.(XX) for his arrest on the
charge of burglary. Those charges
along with the two incidents of burglary at SJSU have landed Costa in
the Santa Clara County jail.
"The warrants had been issued b!,
the court after he failed to appear on
those charges." Maloney explained.
"We then add the two incidents of
burglary to the charges."
On March 2, eight lockers were
broken into during II a.m. to 12:20
p.m. Over $406 in cash and personal
belongings was reported stolen. On

’The surveillance
team spotted him
inside. He was
arrested on a local
warrant.’
Shannon Maloney,
UPD’s acting co-director
of public safety
March 7, the locker room was hit
again with 12 lockers being broken
into and around $324 in cash and belongings gone.
Costa became the suspect after the
first burglar) when a couple of the
victims gave a description that
matched Costa’s.
On a follow-up report. the UPI)
was able to get a positive identification of the thief through mug shots
since Costa had a previous record of
problems. Maloney said.
A change of hairstyle allowed the
suspect to strike the second time,
even with the UPD surveillance team
on dolt
UTII d then, he had not been seen
See ARREST. hack page

Woman dies after collapsing
at intramural basketball game
By Sutanne He Long
Daily staff writer
An SJSt r senior died Tuesday morning after collapsing Sunday at an intramural basketball game
Dana Qirat was taken to San Jose Hospital where she
was diagnosed as suffering from a cerebral aneurysm, a
form of brain hemorrhage. said Richard Staley, SJSU
public information officer.
According to Sue Berger. a public relations representative for the hospital. Qirat died as a result of the aneurysm at 6:30 a.m. Tuesday
According to a medical dictionary, an aneurysm is a
sac formed by the dilatation of the wall of an artery. Staley more plainly describes an aneurysm as "a weak spot
in the artery ( wall) that under pressure literally blows
out."
Qirat majored in recreation and leisure studies with a
private/commercial and industrial concentration.
’ Vivian Bersuch, a secreta^; for leisure studies department. said that Qirat and some friends from her

maim- decided to pull the recreational students association I RSA team together just so they could have fun and
’play some basketball.’
Tom Stoffregen. a professor in the department and a
liaison between faculty and the students participating on
the team, said that this was only the second or third time
the group had played.
Robyn Miktais. A.S. leisure service coordinator,
said that Qirat’s team was in the leisure services basketball league and met every Sunday night.
Qirat, 31. was a single mother of two children originally from Ohio, but she currently lived in Palo Alto.
Her children were watching her play Sunday night in a
Spartan Gym when she collapsed Qiraes roommate was
there to take the children home. Staley said.
Bersuch remembers Qirat as "a beautiful girl (who
was) very well liked."
Qirat’s family is taking her body back to Ohio for the
funeral.
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Happiness is
a warm gun
Thank God for the National Rifle Association.
Where would this country be without them?
It sends a shiver down my spine when I think
about the possibility of not being able to go to my
favorite gun store and buy an easily-concealable
handgun.
What would have happened if Bernie Goetz had
been carrying some
big cumbersome pistol? He wouldn’t
have been able to
bring it on the subway and attempt to
terminate
those
screwdriver wielding
hoodlums.
We can all breath
a little easier knowing the NRA fought rand won against gun
Mike
control laws in 28
Lewis
states.
For some reason.
though, not everyone likes the NRA.
And that makes me mad.
I fly into a fit of rage when I think of the bleeding heart liberals who fought to keep police armorpiercing teflon coated bullets off the market.
After all, you never know when some trendy
burgler wearing a state-of-the-art bullet-proof vest
may try to snatch your stereo. (Imagine his surprise
when you are able to plug him anyway.)
And what about those liberals who fight against
the legalization of fully automatic weapons?
I don’t know about you, but I sure won’t feel
safe until my apartment is adequately protected by a
rifle capible of firing more than 500 rounds per
minute.
The criminals have them, and the NRA feels we
should too; God bless ’em.
Don’t forget the sporting use of these rifles.
Imagine deer hunting with an M- 16.
No more years of waiting to build a significant
trophy room. One field of grazing deer can he
quickly dispatched with a full magazine in less than
a minute. (Even quicker with the optional M203
grenade launcher, but you might lose some good
trophys that way; and what a mess.)
I know the NRA is doing all they can. Don’t
those anti -gun freaks realize I can’t really pursue
liberty without adequate firepower?
Formerly among the staunchest NRA supporters, even our police departments have turned a tad
liberal.
At the International Association of Chiefs of
Police convention in 1986, the NRA was called
"one of the most potentially dangerous organizations in the United States."
Those wimps!
Now even toy guns are in the liberal’s sights.
How else can we train our kids to look at their
gun as their friend without raising them on realistic
toys?
Ray Vermillion, who wrote a letter that appeared in yesterday’s paper feels the parents are to
blame for the accidental killing of the retarded boy
in San Francisco.".. they should have taught him
that one doesn’t point (a gun) at people. let alone
police." he claims.
Way to go Ray!
Maybe while the parents are at it, they can train
them to "safely" use those fully automatic weapons the NRA supports.
They can instill within them the belief that all
guns, regardless of design, should be legal.
They can teach them how to conceal one of
those palm -sized handguns that the NRA fights to
keep on the market.
They can make sure their children don’t allow
their rights to go "straight to hell" as Ray seems to
feel will happen with toy gun control.
Don’t let it happen Ray.
Go buy some toy guns, give them to some kids
and teach them how louse them. Teach them about
the NRA.
Most importantly, make sure they thank God
for the NRA and always remember their motto:
"Guns don’t kill people, people kill people.
The NRA just feels it should he as easy as possible.

ems%

GREG AN6ELO

Letters to the Editor
The REC’s a wreck
The birds are singing and the
flowers are blooming. Only one
thing is missing. Whatever happened
to our pool? Wasn’t it supposed lobe
done in August of last year? Construction workers are still drilling
and hammering, as students anxiously wait for the new Recreational
Center, which, they say, is supposed
to be done in the next "few" years.
What makes me furious isn’t just
that they’re not on schedule, but that
I won’t even be here to see it. Like
those thousands of other students
who will graduate by then. I’ll only
be a name on a mailing list for an
alumni fund-raiser. Silly me. I just
don’t appreciate paying $400 a semester, which increases each year,
for something I may never use.
Now, more than $2.2 million is
being added to the millions and millions of dollars already involved
with the building of the Rec Center.
That cash could feed a lot of starving
students, including yours truly. And
why is it costing more and more, one
may ask? Supposedly, it is due to
"complications concerning the construction of the Rec Center walls,
according to Feb. I2’s article )"Students’ fees may be raised to cover
deficit.") Careless planning is how I
see it, and it’s at our cost!
Furthermore, in the Feb. 17 Spartan Daily, an article states that the
deficit may now be "in the neighborhood of $2 million to $4 million." What’s one or two million
more. right? Executive Vice President J. Handel Evans states that it is
a "system policy" and students have
no say in the increase. Is this fair?
Sure, San Jose swears we can use
the facilities after we graduate, but
, what are the chances of graduates
staying around this area? Are we
going to modify our career objectives so we can "hang out" at the
Rec Center or catch a few rays by the
pool?
These extra fees are outrageous.
How long must we suffer for something we may never use? It’s like investing in a car that you will never
drive. Enough is enough!
Wendy Woo
Junior
Advertising

Ban is unenforceable
Editor,
Last Thursday’s vote by the Campus Safety Committee to enact a
campus ban on the riding of bicycles
and skateboards is irresponsible. I

urge President Fullerton and Acting
Director of Public Safety Shannon
Maloney to send the recommendation back to the comittee.
A total ban on bicycles and skateboards is, as Jeff Elder noted in Friday’s Daily. "unenforceable." Even
Lt. Maloney noted this when he
stated that a ban would be "enforced
casually and as the need arises."
Such a policy of enforcement will
not accomplish the goals of the Campus Safety Committee.
As someone who commutes to
and around campus on a bicycle. I
have always been in support of the
reasonable and effective measures
suggested to control the problem:
ban bicycle and skateboard traffic in
the most heavily congested areas
during the heaviest times of pedestrian traffic, but allow them elsewhere.
It is astonishing to me that the
Campus Safety Committee would
seriously recommend that police
spend time enforcing a total ban of
bicycles and skateboards on campus.
Since I have been at SJSU for the
past three years, campus police have
been an essentially invisible presence on campus. Furthermore, they
are currently unable to keep up with
doing anything much about crimes
that happen on campus (ask anyone
who has had their car broken into in
the Seventh Street Garage). In the
past year. I have had my wallet and
backpack stolen from a locked
locker in the gym at lunchtime, and
had the front wheel stolen from my
bicycle when it was legally parked in
front of Wahlquist Library North.
This is not the time to add additional
duties to an obviously overworked
staff.
Why would the Campus Safety
Committee seriously recommend a
ban that the public safety officer says
would only be enforced "casually."
Ron Montgomery and his Campus
Safety Committee should take their
responsibility more seriously.
Dr. William Meredith
Music Department

Book Is not racist
Editor,
I am disappointed at what I saw
take place last week at the forum thit
gathered to talk about "cultural literacy."
The hook that was being discussed. in my opinion, was suggesting a format and strategy to
strengthen and unite our diverse
American society by concentrating
on our common language (which by
the way, is English), and teaching a

common body of academics to facilitate this goal.
I don’t think anyone was suggesting that this be done at the expense
of anyone’s cultural heritage. But
many on the panel seemed to overlook this, not the least of which was
Samuel "book thrashing" Henry.
and immediately cry. "Racism" at
what was just the opposite an attempt to unify our society out of respect for one another and a need to
communicate.
I was disappointed at the focusing
on our differences (as beautiful as
they are and at the fact that we all
missed a great opportunity to concentrate on. and strengthen that
which binds us all together our
common culture.
Todd Jones
Sophmore
Philosophy

Children are victims
Editor,
As a parent, I felt compelled to
write in response to the article "Care
needed to prevent molestation." At
first glance. I was glad to see the
Daily publish an article on such a serious social problem. But after I read
the article I was outraged by the ignorance displayed by your writer.
The suggestion that parents should
not leave their children with
"strangers" showed a total lack of
understanding about the real world.
Wake up! This is a society of single-parent and two-income families.
Perhaps we should quit our jobs and
live on the streets. We certainly
wouldn’t need child care. Obviously
you haven’t heard; most child molesters are the parents! Furthermore.
most law enforcement officers are
capable of distinguishing between a
child’s fantasy and actual molestation.
Ms. Jonholt, since you seem to
have the attitude that all children of
today are "narrow-minded, selfish
little cynics," it is no wonder they
run from you on the playground.
Children are very perceptive.
The next time you decide to write
on a subject dealing with a serious
social problem, do your homework.
T. Ashford
Freshman
liberal Studies

Don’t molest minds
Editor.
Hey. Katarina (Jonholt). Do you
want to do something for those kids
dropped before the lazy eye of the
public library every afternoon? Do
YOU want to reconfigure the fear that
sends the litte critters running away
from you like feral kittens? Let’s
see, you could try wearing the occasional primary color. No, better than
that (for I have a notion you are politically correct), go to the Nevada
Nuclear Test Site this month and
spend some "quality time with the
Earth on their behalf. Look at the
clouds from both sides now because kids do.
Not only does the nuclear arsenal
conduit money away from social
services so necessary for troubled
families, but it also exerts profound
psychological pressures on young
people whose own future and that of
the whole species is perilously conditional. Kids internalize security
and acceptance when they perceive
adults actively working through
problems. Unstrange yourself. Kids
respond when we show them we are
intense enough to deal seriously with
their worst fear. Affirm life and stop
the molestation of children’s minds.
Greg Carlson
Library and Information Science

Gentle Readers.
Miss Manners is not at all be pleased
with the behavior of numerous SJSU students and faculty members.
Much as it is improper to speak with one’s
mouth full of food, it is also improper to be so
quick to criticize.
Last week, letters and phone calls flooded the
Spartan Daily, which informed the staff that they
should be ashamed of themselves for the misspelled
words and typos that have occurred throughout the
semester most notably being last Thursday’s
Entertainment section.
One English instructor phoned in and said he
was going to Xerox an article that appeared in the
Entertainer and distribute it to his students as an example of poor writing.
Miss Manners is especially astonished at the ignorance of that instructor. She does not remember
seeing an editor’s note that claimed the Spartan
Daily staff writers or editors are letter perfect. or in
this case, merely superior to English IA students.
If those staff writers and editors were perfect.
wouldn’t you think they would be working on a
paper that at least paid peanuts?
Instead, the only thing they receive for their exhausting efforts are letters such as the one graced by
Miss-l -never-spell -anything -wrong -Patricia-Kelley. Ironically, in her letter she did spell something
wrong. Perhaps she herself should repeat English
IA before she writes any more letters to the editor.
This semester’s Spartan Daily editorial staff is
historically the smallest that has existed since the
birth of the paper. It is so small that the editors must
continue a 12-hour daily shift, just to complete the
production by deadline. And how many units do
these editors receive for this laborious class, you
ask? Hold on to your Hush Puppies. Drum roll
please. The envelope please. And the answer is:
Three units.
Vade out; Fade in.
The time frame takes place in December.
The setting is an old newspaper room in
Dwight Bentel Hall. The characters: Spartan Daily
editors.
They are arguing about whether or not to let a
less experienced person return as an editor.
"If he returns as an editor, he could make mistakes that would embarrass the Spartan Daily," one
editor commented.
"But if we don’t allow him to come back, then
we’ll be denying someone the chance to learn,
which is the function of the Spartan Daily," argued
another editor.
Each semester a reporter runs for the position of
editor in chief. When he/she wins, that person picks
the rest of the editorial staff. The positions are by
invitation only.
The argument continued.
"The Spartan Daily is a student -run newspaper
that should be available to anyone as a learning experience, regardless of their skills."
"Let’s not resort to Little League baseball antics. where the manager allows his best players to
perform on the field, while benching the less skilled
members.’’
"How can the bench warmers ever improve if
they’re not given a chance?"
"The Spartan Daily is not the major leagues
We’re going to be shorthanded next semester and
could use the extra editor regardless of whether he
might make mistakes."
Hence, the new editors agreed that making mistakes and learning from them seemed much more
important than appearance.
Fade out; Fade in.
The day is Wednesday. March 2. 1988: publication of the Entertainer. Thanks to our trusty advertising staff, who sold an abundance of ads that
day, the editors had a 10 page paper to produce
under a very tight schedule, and not enough helpers
around.
The stress level was high as they raced to meet
deadline. Pages didn’t work out, headlines didn’t
fit: all in all things were looking grim. The clock
ran inexorably on. Could they do it?
For the harried editors, the motto became "just :
get the paper out."
They finished production two minutes before
:
deadline. It was far from perfect. but they made
deadline. The staff was relieved to have it all over
with.
But it was not over. That next day students and
faculty phoned in and wrote !eters to the editor
chastising the staff for making spelling and typographical errors.
Morale was low. The less experienced editor,
whom the staff knew would make mistakes but still
felt it was important that he participate, felt responsible and talked about resigning.
But the Spartan Daily staff refuses to bench any
of its players for making errors. Call them the Bad
News Bears if you wish, but all staff writers and editors will continue to play this semester as a team or
not at all.
Miss Manners is very pleased.
Julie Rogers is the News Editor. She is proud
to say that her role model in life is Miss Manners, a second grade teacher, who has impeccable etiquitte and decorum. Artist’s Rendering
appears every Wednesday.

Forum Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to hear from
you our readers. Your ideas, commments, criticisms and suggestions are encouraged.
Letters to the editor can be on any topic. However, personal attacks and letters in poor taste will
not be published.
All letters may be edited for length and libel.
and the Daily reserves the right to limit the number
of letters on a given topic after a sufficient amount
of comment has appeared.
I,etters must bear the writer’s name, major,
phone number and class level.
Deliver letters to the Daily office on the second
floor of Dwight Rentel Hall, or to the Student
Union Information desk.
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Associated Students Elections 1988

Presidential candidate declared ineligible
Goeltz doesn’t meet grade- point average standards
By Jeff Elder
Daily staff writer
Paul Goeltz, the independent candidate
running against Telly McCarthy for Associated Students president, has been found ineligible for the position for academic reasons.
"I’m going to run any way," Goeltz said
Monday night. "I’m going to tell everyone
to write my name in."
Because he is ineligible, Goeltz will not
have his name on the ballot for the March 16
and 17 election.
Goeltz is the only candidate opposing McCarthy for the highest A.S. post.
"I think it’s my GPA (grade -point average)," Goeltz said. A minimum 2.0 GPA is
required of all candidates for A.S. office.
Goeltz said his GPA is 1.91.
The election board does not release the
reason why a candidate is ineligible.
"Two semesters ago I didn’t drop three
classes," he said. "I was working at the
Pub, doing the Program Board and I think I
was on the Homecoming Committee. I
didn’t drop them by the deadline."
Goeltz said he has maintained a "B" average for the last two semesters, and charges
that he has not completed the minimum number of units are not true.
Jim Cellini, student development specialist and adviser to the election. said Goeltis

write-in campaign cannot result in a victory.
"He couldn’t take office," Cellini said
Tuesday. "It really wouldn’t Matter if he received votes."
Cellini said it would be the responsibility
of other candidates to enforce the election
code and stop Goeltz’s campaign, or to prevent him from breaking the election code.
Cellini said the computer used in the election is "set up to count write-in votes" and
that votes for Goeltz will be tallied if "there
is a significant number of them."
McCarthy said Tuesday, At this stage
I’m not going to cite any violations (of the
election code). I’ll try not to recognize them,
unless there are gross violations. Then I’ll
have to bring them to the attention of the
election board.
"It doesn’t really bother me," McCarthy
said. "If he has an opinion on something he
has every opportunity to voice it, whether
it’s at an A.S. meeting or in the A.S. elections. But he hasn’t been to an A.S. meeting
in the two years that I’ve served.
"He’s broken rules in the past. He has
stated that he doesn’t follow rules. That’s
just his nature," McCarthy said.
Two years ago Goeltz violated the election
code in his campaign against Tom Boothe
for A.S. president. By placing flyers in illegal spots of campus, Goeltz broke the code
and could not have served had he been

elected.
Boothe, who is currently director of California state affairs, told the Spartan Daily
last week that he "made a conscious decision not to run a campaign against" Goeltz
by enforcing the code. "We decided it
wasn’t worth our while." he said.
Goeltz was a write-in candidate in that
campaign as well.
Boothe. who told the Spartan Daily last
week that he believed Goeltz was ineligible,
said Tuesday, "I think he’s seeking publicity."
Goeltz has been a disc jockey for KSJS,
SJSU’s radio station and for KSCU. Santa
Clara University’s radio station, and has
worked for the nightclubs Mountain Charlie’s and One Step Beyond.
"I don’t think it will be worth Terry’s
time (to file grievances to the election
board), "Boothe said.
He said candidates are not held accountable for breaking election code rules unless
another candidate complains.
"It’s like when you park illegally and you
don’t get ticketed. That doesn’t mean you
did a good thing, it just means you didn’t get
caught."
Boothe said Larry Dougherty, former
A.S. vice president, was disqualified from
1986’s election because he did not complete
enough units the two semesters before.

ShaRon Lewis:
REAL party candidate

ShaRon Lewis
. . . community affairs candidate
monetarily to do with the students,
then I think that that’s where my interest will lie.
That’s where my concerns will be,
bringing that information out, getting information from the body of
the university, and then putting that
information into a package and presenting it to whoever may he concerned.
Question: Why should students
vote for you?
Lewis: Well. I believe staying in
touch with the community is very
important. Students’ wants and
needs should be expressed and
should be presented to the leaders in
the community.
I have worked hard in the past. I
am knowledgeable of the Associated

Paul Katawicz:
REAL party candidate
Editor’s note: At Spartan Daily
press time, opponent Isabel Coelho
was not reached for an interview.
Her interview will appear in a future
issue of the Daily.

dents. I’m honestly concerned with
fee increases and parking and whatnot and I decided now was the time
for me to see what I could do about
those things if I can he involved.

Paul Katawicz is a sophomore
double majoring in public relations and political science.

Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $38 per semester?
Katawicz: Well, I’m going to
work with the rest of the board members and I would very much like to
promote that there are alternative
means of funding because I don’t
think the students are responsible for
any cost overruns and they shouldn’t
pay.
There’s various areas (of alternatives) being explored. I know Tom
Boothe and Mike McLennan are
down south right now searching out
alternative funding. In fact there’s
been an ad hoc committee appointed
to study this, and they would probably we better able to tell you than
myself because they’re directly involved with the administration.

Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Katawia: Well, I felt it was time
for me to get involved with Associated Students to benefit the stu-

Paul Katawicz
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Question: If elected, what issues
will you focus on?
Katawicz: Well, first of all, I’d
focus on my office getting students
involved on committees, ad hoc
committees or standing committees.
Getting them involved so this isn’t
just a small group in Associated Students doing this, that it’s the students
at large. That would be my first concern.
Concerning parking, SUREC, and

Kaaren Begg. Kyle Coffey kla tramban. I.. I en
nom Cheraw I Oro Richard Merano: Mary Root
Sheila Schley*, Ben Stephens Stacy Tiernan; Jon
Weisman Cindy Williams

Production Assistant

Paul Goeltz,
former AS. presidential candidate

That is the only other disqualification he is
aware of, Boothe said.
"Ill screwed up in the past and forgot to
drop my classes, I’m sorry," Goeltz said. "I
think the students have confidence in me."
Goeltz said he think, the election board
has made exceptions to some requirements in

the past. but C’ellini said he is not aware at
any.
"I’m offering people a choice," Goelti
said. "I think I have a 50-50 chance of winning.
’Like Abe Lincoln said. ’I’ll do %oil
good

Director of
Community
Affairs

s note: Al Spartan Daily
press time. Lewis’ opponent, Patty
Caldera, had not been reached for
an interview. Her intervietv will be
in a future issue of: the Daily.
ShaRon Lewis is a senior majoring in business marketing.

do that because I have the time. I
have the expertise, I have the connections and I’d like to do that for
the students.
Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $38 per semester?
Lewis: By not raising them, that
Question: Why did you choose helps. Well, if it were just in my
to run for office?
hands, that could be very simple
Lewis: I believe in community af- that is. taking the investments that
fairs. You’re supposed to go out into SJSU has currently and dependng
the community and present informa- more on them and plan long-range
tion and concerns that the students at investments and opportunities for all
SJSU have for the community, about the students.
I think that some budgets need to
the community, and about the unibe cut. There’s a lot of fat in budversity.
(You need to) talk to leaders in the gets, from what I’ve seen. We’re all
community, the mayor, the board, going to have to take the stance that,
get some feedback from them and ’Hey. we can’t keep pulling that
then bring it back to the campus and money from the students. We have
represent the students’ ideas and to take responsibility and invest the
funds that we do have.’
their thoughts and concerns.
Question: If elected, what issues
I think I’m the best qualified for
the position because quite a few con- will you focus on?
Lewis: I will focus on making
cerns have come to my attention
from students’ groups and individu- sure that the interests of the students
als as well as the A.S. organization. are being represented, especially
Those concerns and ideas have not when it comes to major expenditutes
been taken out to the community or like the SUBOD, raising student
fees, increasing any cost to the stuto the leaders.
I believe I’m the best qualified to dents. (Anything) that has something

’If I screwed up in the
past and forgot to drop
my classes, I’m sorry. 1
think the students have
confidence in me.’

The Associated Students director of community affairs
serves as a liaison between the
Associated Students and community groups including residence hall students. Greek associations.
Campus
the
Community Association and
the San Jose City Council.
The director is expected to
be informed and report to the
board on issues concerning the
campus community and to
strive to keep a safe and clean
campus environment for SIM’
students.
Students policies. I am honest.
have integrity, and I believe (ha
someone needs to take a stronger
stance in the community as far as
community affairs and how our affairs affect all of the community -atlarge not just the SJSU population.
So I’d like to take a leadership
role in my position and I would like
the body of the university to vote for
me.
Daily staff writer Vic Vogler conducted this interview.

Director of
Personnel
The Associated Students director of personnel works with
the director of communication,
promoting awareness of vacancies in the A.S. and an university committees. The director
also promotes student involvement in these groups.
The director serves as liaison
between the A.S. and SJSU
students as the organization’s
personnel officer. The office
holder is responsible for keeping record of the personnel status of all A.S. and university
committees.
whatnot, I would personally devote a
lot of time to these issues that affect
me directly and indirectly.
It might he a good start to look at
alternative transportation through
light rail transit where you might be
able to park at Marriott’s. Hopefully
by the beginning of next semester
light rail might come down here to
Second Street.
Question: Why should students
vote for you?
Katawicz: I feel I can he a benefit
to students at large. I want to see
how I can help not only myself as a
student hut all the students here. all
27,0(X) of them. My personal involvement. if I can have any effect
to benefit them, it would make me
personally happy.
Daily staff writer Kara Myers conducted this interview.

For the Record
The Spartan Daily is committed to accuracy. Any signifiCilill
error brought to an editor’s attention will be corrected

Kristine Peterson

National Account Executives:Liu Frencia Jon Hat
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Barbara Hurd Geo Weigel

If you notice something which you know is incorrect, please
write to the Spartan Daily, San lose State University, One Wash
ington Square. San Jose, CA 95192.
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Cherney Penn Rconnarif Smith Melanie Wegner

A.S.
-Candidate
Profiles
Coverage of A.S. election,
candidate profiles begin today
Today the Spartan WO begins
coverage of the Associated Student,
elections. Interviews with each ot
the candidates from the REAL (Responsible Alliance) and SOUND
(Students Organized and Unified for
New Direction) parties as well as independent candidates will be conducted by Daily stall writers.

Lach candidate is being asked
same Voin questions. If a candidak
has not been been in contact with
and interviewed by a Daily reporter
by press time, the interview will appear in a future issue of the newspaper.
Coverage will continue through
the March lb and 17 elections.

Kimberly Scow:
Independent candidate
Kimberly Scow is a senior majoring in industrial psychology .
Question: Why did you choose
to run for office?
Scow: All my training and expo
ence is in personnel. I’m an indus
trial psychology major and I want to
go into personnel. I’m minoring in
human resources. I’ve Its ed on campus. This is my fourth year in the
residence halls and this year I’m a
resident adviser so I’ve gotten a lot
of experience that would he useful in
a position like that. And I’ve had
training interviewing and it’s right in
my field of interest. I thought this
would be great experience.
Question: How are you planning
to keep student fees at $38 per semester?
Scow: I think there’s a pretty
strong movement already going for
that. I definitely am against the hike.
I think it’s a gyp what they’ve done
to us. I think the only part I could
have in that IS just trying to choose
people who are competent and people who would support that when
I’m interviewing for positions.
We’re just going to need the manpower to hack it within the Associated Students. And they already
seem pretty active in holding it
down.
Question: If elected, what issues
will you focus on?
Scow: Personnel isn’t as active
with those issues. The issues I’d
mostly want to concentrate on is student involvement because I don’t
think a lot of students get involved in
the government. So when we have a
position opening I’d like to push that
it would really get advertised, that
students would know the benefits of
getting involved.
What I really want to push is student involvement. They can do a lot
’Imre publicity for the positions.
Also, I have a lot of contacts. I’ve
lived in San Jose for a lot of years so
I know a lot of people who commute. And I’ve lived in the residence
halls so I know the RDs (resident directors) and a lot of the residents. In
the time I’ve been here I’ve developed a lot of contacts. If I knew a

Kimberly Scow
personmi I ondulatt

person who I thought would he perfect for a position. I could get them
there. And also encouraging the
whole selection staff to he acme in
recruiting people for positions.
I would probably keep a lot more
contact with the residence halls because Associated Students has almost no contact with the residence
halls and there’s a lot of students
who live there who want to get in.
valved in things if they only knew it
was there.
Question: Why- should students
vote for you?
Scow: I’ve worked in a law office
so I have a lot of clerical skills and
some exposure to legal issues I’ve
had training in interviewing. I’ve
worked as a telephone counselor so
I’ve been trained -in a lot of the communication skills.
I think that with a position like
personnel you need someone who is
not going to he too party biased because you’re going to he selecting
people and you want to select the
hest person for the job. You don’t
want to just select someone who’s
going to do what the party wants
them to do.
I’m the type of person who will
really get in there and work hard at
something. I know that I have the
skills to motivate people.
Daily staff writer Kara Myers conducted this interview.
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New Jersey Nets
never suspected
player’s problem
SPORTS

.1

1)01), pitcher and

designated hitter Ted Langowski scores under the tag of SPRI pitcher Dan .Archibald

Spartan baseball loses three to USF
the loss gts mg up IR e fulls ii
nuts in three
innings of work. Relief pm. het Jeff Knopf
pitched
the
last
five
innings and held the Dons
ienclered 31 hits in a threei Inv ...F.0 of San Francisco to three runs on four hits.
For Saturdav ’s double-header. the Spartan
dropped the Spartans offense was led by right fielder Todd Eagen.
Yet SJSU lost the first game 4-2 and the nightcap 8-6.
1,, the 1)1 in’s home field FriThe senior Eagen went 5 -for-9 in the two
ith use hits and a K-1 lost.
games. Eagen also had three extra-base hits
Ramon Castillo led all Spar- and seven
RBIs.
. ’ tot 2 utth a double.
First game starting pitcher Clyde Samuel
Coan droye in left fielder 11-21 got the loss, tossing six innings and al.1 sairthee tly for the Spar- lowing three runs. Freshman Donnie Rea. who
relieved Samuel in the seventh inning, gave up
I
CK.Itia 11-4 ) picked up one run on four hits.

I i iii 0,111

’

The second game ot the ta in bill a as again
an Eagen game. The 5-fixn-10 outfielder led
SJSU going 3 -for-4 and five RBIs. F:agen’s
double in the third brought in second baseman
Brad Mornhinweg and center fielder Andy
Coan. Eagen later scored on a Greg Banda single.
The Spartans Went into the sixth inning trailing the Dons 8-3. With the bases loaded and
two out, Eagen blooped one to center fielder
Ron Herbert who misplayed the bounce, allowing the ball to roll to the warning track. Eagen
wound up a ith a triple and three RBIs.
Starting pitcher Dan Archibald 14-3) collected the loss. surrendering seven runs (six
earned) in 4
innings.
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The top four in the poll remained
unchanged for the fifth consecutive
week. Temple, 27-1, led the way.
followed by Big Ten champion Purdue. 26-2. Pacific -10 regular-season
champ Arizona. 28-2, and Big Eight
regular-season titleist Oklahoma.
27-3. All four are cinches to he invited to the NCAA Tournament.
with the only question being their
relative seedings.
Temple received 42 first -place
votes and 1.232 points from the namina [de panel ot sportswriters and
broadcasters, while Purdue was first
on 17 ballots and had 1.205 points.
Arizona was the only other team
to receive first -place votes, getting
four and 1,148 points. Oklahoma
had 1.019 points.
Pittsburgh. the Big East regularseason champion. jumped from seventh to fifth and Kentucky moved
front eighth to sixth this week. Pittsburgh, 22-5. received 924 points
after beating then -No. 12 Syracuse
in the Carrier Dome for its first conference title. The Panthers had lost
their previous game to Soon Hall
and needed the victory for the No. I
seeding in the conference tournament.

fpUNPLANNED
PREGNANCY?
We otter tree counseling
to help you explore All. the
options, imluding

OPEN ADOPTION
tanking.
tie falling
I I:211,111g II
Iti..211.1, I;III
t..v.

Children’s Home SIN ietVof
California’s nationally ret ognized
program. Featured on the CBS
Evening News and VB fairs
Magazine.

Mary Daly
Feminist Theologian
Author of:
I. he Church and the Second Sex, Beyond God the
Gyn/Etology, Pure Lust, Wickcdary

MEET THE CANDIDATES
i L
,
THE SPARTAN
BREAKFAST
SPECIAL
S1.39
2 bags
*Home fries
Toast
(with student ID)
140 1. San Carlos St
Men -In l /AM-SPAt
SatASun S:30-1:30
971-2222

WHEN: THURSDAY, March 10
TIME: 7-10 PM
WHERE: Music Listening Room,
3rd Floor, Student Union

Everyone Welcome
FREE FOOD AND DRINK
Meet and discuss campus issues with
the candidates who want to work for
Associated Students in 1988-89.
at 279-0563.
For More Information, Call Te

A Film About

PORNOGRAPHY

11

roduced by the National Film Board of Canada
Wednesday. March 9th at 4.30 pm
Thursday, March 10th at 11:00 am and 3:30 pm
!( I Donation
Student Union Cortannan Room

P

LI I ill!’ ill
11

111

WOMEN’S WEEK

Init.

Sponsored by Associated Students and SJSU Women s Center

Where Does
George Bush
Stand on the Issues?
Come

Father

AND

She -Boom
a Santa Cruz Women’s Percussion (iroup

March 9th
SHE-BOOM
7 p.m.
MARY DALY 8 p.m.
Student Union Ballroom
Donations Appreciated

.,ored by:

The REAL Party cordially invites you to

CALL (408) 293-8940

Women’s Resource Center Presents
1988 Women’s Week Keynote Speaker

-

the Top Twenty following a five week run after losing games last
week to Florida and Mississippi
State. The Commodores. 18-9. have
lost four of their last six games.

responded with a
slap tin the a risl
Wohl. the Nets coach at the time.
said he was summoned to Wool ridge’s room at the Ramada Inn in
Princeton on Oct. 16 after a maid
found the room in disarray.
There were several suspicious objects in the room, including white
powder on the table next to the bed
and a soft drink can in the bathroom
with the top cut off, a hole in the side
and a tube coining out of the hole.
W oh I said.
He said he told Casciola and Welt man of the scene, but that it resulted
only in a stern lecture to Woolridge.
At the ’mews conference Monday.
Casciola and Weltman told a different still) .
They said Wohl only told them
that the circumstances surrounding
Woolridge that October day were
suspicious.
According to Wohl’s account, the
coach confronted Woolridge and
was told by the player that a woman
friend was responsible for the condition of the room. the executives said.
Casciola and Weltman said Wohl
told ilteuti he had found burned
matches. a soda bottle and other
mate’
but did not mention any
drug -related items.
Casciola and Weltman said that
when they talked with Woolridge
about the incident, the player "emphatically" denied being involved
with drugs.
Wohl could not be reached for
comment Monday. No one answered
the phone at his home in Glen Ridge.
’At no time until February did we
have any documentable evidence of
Orlando’s drug use," Weinman said.
"There was simply no evidence
front which one could accuse or report." Waltman said.
\ 1/4 aid and Illai the.y

Kentucky . 22-5 after beating
Georgia and Mississippi to win its

L.

1 he

37th Southeastern Conference title.
received 886 points. 66 more than
Nevada -Las Vegas.
UNIX, No. 5 last week, dropped
to 26-4 by losing its third home
game of the season. 79-77 to Long
Beach State.
Duke. 21-6, battered North Carolina 96-81 and improved one spot to
eighth a ith 802 points. The Tar
Heels, 22-5, fell from sixth to ninth
with 772 points.
Michigan. 23-6. rounded out the
Top Ten after splitting tan games,
beating Northwestern 105-67 and
losing to 80-67 to Purdue in the
game that gave the Boilermakes their
first outright Big ’Fen title since the
Rick Mount days of 1969.
North Carolina State headed the
Second Ten, followed by Bradley.
Syracuse. Wyoming, Iowa. Loyola.
Calif.. Brigham Young. Georgia
Tech, Illinois and Xavier. Ohio.
Last week’s Second Ten was
Iowa. Syracuse. Georgia Tech.
Bradley. Brigham Young. North
Carolina State. Wyoming. Loyola.
Calif.. Vanderbilt and Xavier. Ohio.
Vanderbilt. 18-9. dropped from

N.J.
EAST RUTHERI.ORD.
AP)
Until Orlando Woolridge’s
admission of a cocaine habit is
weeks ago, New Jersey Nets uii ii
cials say they had no indication that
he was using drugs.
Club executives said Monday that
team physicians had pronounced
Woolridge in excellent shape: he
was attending practice and games on
schedule and, aside front one apparently minor incident, there was no
reason to suspect Woolridge was
having any problems.
But former Nets Coach Dave
Wohl charged recently that the incident, at a Ramada Inn in October,
was a clear indication of a drug problem and that team officials erred.
Wohl said a hotel maid had found
white power and what may have
been drug paraphernalia.
Bob Casciola. Nets chief operating officer. and General Manager
Harry Weltman broke two weeks of
silence Monday by calling a news
conference in which they refuted
Wohl’s charges.
Casciola and Weltman said
Wohrs account of the Ramada Inn
incident was "completely di, toned."
’Wohl did not disclose to us :my
of the details he has recently claimed
to have disclosed.** Weltman said.
"Had white powder and drugs been
uncovered, we believe that those
and the hotel
present Dave Wohl
would have been oblimanager
gated to take action to preserve the
evidence and to report the matter to
the police."
Woolridge, 28, entered a drug rehabilitation program at Van Nuys.
Calif., following his admission of
cocaine addiction Feb 22
Woolridge, who is iii his second
season with the Nets. u ill undergo
rehabilitation for about sis ueeks
The day after Wool’ idgcs admission of drug use. Wohl said lie had
told Casciola and Wellman of a suspicious incident involving the for -

AS., The Women’s Resource Center, and Sister Spirit
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Gymnastics team Men’s basketball tourney begins
splits road meets
By Katarina Jonholt
Daily stalt writer
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The SJSU women’s gymnastics team learned the importance
of crowd support as it lost to Oregon State University and defeated
the University of Alaska at
Anchorage in away meets last
weekend.
Oregon State had the hometown advantage" on Friday, said
Spartan coach Jackie Walker.
"Their fans yelled and screamed
at everything they did."
In Alaska the next day, the situation was reversed.
"It was the most friendly
crowd we’ve ever had," Walker
said. "The fans were clapping at
our skill level. In fact, the next
day the papers said (the fans)
were too hospitable."
In the Friday meet, the Spartans lost, 187.05-174.35, although Mayumi Nakaji scored
her year-best with a 35.60 allaround.
The audience reaction not only
intimidated the SJSU team, but
may also have influenced the
judges, Walker said. However,
the Oregon team "has a higher
level of difficulty than we do,"
she said.
The Beavers occupied the first
three positions in all four events.
The team holds sixth place in the
NCAA. Walker said she thinks
the Spartans are in ninth place,
but only the first seven teams are
listed.
In
Alaska,
SJSU
won.
173.1-144.8. Spartan gymnasts
won three of the four events, with
Kriss Miller and Marcee McClelland tying for the vault at 9.1.
Miller scoring a 9.05 on the uneven bars and Nikki Hawkins receiving an 8.7 for her floor routine.

Alaska trailed far behind, with
one competitor scoring as low as
3.75 on the uneven bars.
"They just didn’t have the
skills at all," Walker said.
The Alaska crowd was particularly friendly to Marcee McClelland, who came to SJSU from
Anchorage in August.
Going back to compete "was
fun." she said. "My parents and
all my friends were cheering for
me."
The support inspired McClelland to score her record -high of
35.25 all-around. She was happy
with the performance, but said
she became a little disoriented in
her floor routine after going too
high on a back -hand spring.
McClelland said she has improved a lot since coming to California. The practices in Alaska
were "not nearly as structured,"
she said. "I work out harder
here."
Miller, the Spartans’ high
scorer of the season, remained on
top after the weekend’s events.
"I did OK . . . just OK," she
said. "I made my routine."
The team’s record is now
12-2-1. Despite the win and hitting the second highest score of
the year against Oregon. Walker
was disappointed with the results.
"On Friday night, Mayumi hit
really well and on Saturday, Marcee hit really well, but we need
the team to do well at the same
time," she said. "We needed to
have scores in the I77 -range."
The top seven teams will go to
the regionals. This means the
pressure is on for this weekend’s
home meets against Boise and
Michigan State Universities.
"The only way to make the regionals now is to hit perfect routines
and eliminate
falls,"
Walker said.

One-armed pitcher
wins Sullivan Award
INDIANAPOLIS (AP) - Pitcher
Jim Abbott probably won’t need that
note to explain his absence from his
Public Speaking 100 class.
Abbott called his teacher Sunday
night to say he wouldn’t be in class
on Monday because he would be in
Indianapolis.
"She asked me if it had to do with
baseball and I said, ’Yes.’ Then she
told me to be sure and bring a note
from my coach to show the absence
was legitimate," Abbott said.
It was indeed legitimate. Abbott
was named Monday night as winner
of the Sullivan Award in recognition
of being voted the nation’s top amateur athlete of 1987.
"I’ll have something for her
Wednesday. I’ll bring the trophy,"
said Abbott, who despite being born
without a right hand has become one
ofthe top baseball players in the
country.

Senator Dan

Abbott, 20, of Flint. Mich., is the
first baseball player to receive the
award in its 58 -year history.
"I would like to think that pure
athletic ability (was the reason he
won), although I know the other
thing (his handicap) had a lot to do
with it," Abbott said. "But I think
that’s good too. If this helps other
people out somewhere else in the
United States to move out and do
things, then I’ll accept it and keep
going on."
The left-hander had an 8-1 record,
a 1.70 earned-run average and 51
strikeouts in 47 2-3 innings in helping Team USA to a silver medal in
the Pan Am Games tournament last
SAII71Mer.
"I always wanted to go to the

University of Michigan and play
baseball. When they offered me a
scholarship. I had really no other
choice," he said.

McCorquodale

and
Bea Robinson, Dominic Bacacoto
Don Tamm

Members

of

the

Domestic

Violence

task

force

presents
"Breaking The Cycle of Domestic
Violence"
Thursday, March 10th, at 12:30
in the Guadalupe Room, Student Union
Sponsored by Associated Students and Women’s Resource
center

Kamikaze Thursdays
are back!
acki.

By Sean Montgomery
Daily staff writer
SJSU men’s basketball team travels south for the week to play in the
opening round of the PCAA tournament.
The Spartans finished up the regular season with a three game winning
streak and a record of 8-10 in the
league ( 13-14 overall).
The top six teams in the conference do not have to play in the first
round of elimination at the PCAA
Tournament at the Forum in Inglewood. The Spartans’ seventh place
finiCh forces them to take on last
place University of the Pacific in the
first round beginning tonight at
9 p.m.
Pacific finished with a record of
0-18 in the PCAA (5-23 overall),
making them the first team since the
1971 Spartans to go winless throughout PCAA play. The Tigers have lost
21 straight games including a 80-59
loss to SJSU on Saturday.
The Spartans have met the Tigers
once before in a PCAA tournament
game. The Tigers won that contest
55-53 in the 1986 tournament.
If the Spartans do beat the Tigers,
a game coach Bill Berry said "we
can’t take for granted." they will
then take on third place Utah State
(13-5, 18-9).
The last time SJSU met Utah
State, the Spartans beat the Aggies
in overtime 95-94 at the Civic Auditorium.
Lifetime against Utah State, SJSU
is 18-17, including one win and one

kiss against the Aggies this season.
In PCAA tournament play the Spartans are 3-f against Utah State.
SJSU’s momentum is definitely
on a roll. After heating Utah State in
overtime, the Spanans handled
Fresno State and 1.10P quite easily,
beating the Bulldogs 69-62 last
Thursday.
But first. SJSU must beat UOP
who will he led by 6-foot -5 forward
Domingo Rosario. The junior scored
26 points against the Spartans last
Thursday night at the Civic Auditorium.
Pacific fired head coach Tom
O’Neill after six years at the helm.
Interim head coach for the Tigers is
veteran assistant coach Denis Willens, who is in his 15th season at the
university. Willens has yet to win a
game as UOP’s new head man.
To go along with Rosario. the Tigers have senior Christian Gray and
freshman Jon Barry.
Gray, a 6-5 forward, is averaging
just under 15 points per game.
Barry, a 6-3 guard who is the son of
former NBA star Rick Barry, is averaging nearly 10 points.
SJSU will most likely go with the
taller starting lineup to get things
going against the Tigers. Senior
Ricky Berry will start at one guard
position. Berry, who has been hampered by a nagging foot injury for
the last month, is expected to be
close to a 100 percent for the tournament. The 6-foot -8 two-time AllAmerican led the Spartans in scoring
with a 24.0 points per game average.

Spartan Stats (Men’s Basketball. 27 games, 13-14)
Berry
Haney
Scott
Waters
Thomas
Perry
Wyoilulinagms
Svoboda
Farmer
Daniels
Broussard
sard
Franks
SJS
OPP

G

FO-FGAtt Pet

27
27
26
27
27
27
24
18
14
12
15
12
1

231-47648.5
130-302 43.0
89-182 48.9
75-135 55.6
67-130 51.5
44-166 26.5
42-91 462
18-2962 1
15-31 48.4
9-28 32 1
8-14 57.1

00
1:8030705
27 731-1592 45.9
27 681-1556 43 8

Ast Ave
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.

135-16581.8 197 7 3 106 3 9
451 7
4918
31-36 861
30-46 65 2
53 2 0 10639
61-11353.9 220 8 1
6524
1506
19-32 59.4 136 5 0
18-27 66 7 451 7 4316
17-24 70 8
90 37
1807
20-25 80 0
4324
704
6-11 54 5
1813
201
6-11 54 5 201 7
202
2-4 500
906
50.3
2-4 50 0
202
40.3
0-0000
110
000
347-498 69.7 959 35.5 418 15.5
487-695 70 1 949 35 1 435 16 1

95
49
72
93
83
65
52
27
20
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15
2
0
592
501

6
40
341$21"
29
213 8 .
211 7 6
153 5 7
124 4 6
101 42
5631
3626
26
24203
211 4
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Rob Say

PHOENIX, Ariz. (AP) - Mark
McGwire was all but unnoticed one
year ago in the Oakland Athletics’
spring training camp.
"I’m sort of glad that happened. I
was supposed to go to Triple -A last
year, and I was the last tine to make
the team," McGwire said.
He was able to go about his business quietly, the style he prefers. His
business is hitting, and McGwire set
a major league record for rookies by
hitting 49 home runs.
He came to spring training in 1987
with only a half season of Class
AAA ball behind him and several
strikes against him. At third base,
the position he was still learning, he
committed 41 errors as a minor
leaguer in 1986.
McGwire agreed to play winter
league hall following that season,
but he changed his mind and went
home early, causing displeasure in
the A’s front office.
"I had to earn a spot and I didn’t
know where they’d play me. But
I’ve always believed if you can

FREE PARKING.

Baseball
swing the bat, they’ll find a spot for
you," he said Tuesday.
Manager Tony La Russa confirmed that MeGwire, considered no
threat to dislodge veteran Carney
Lansford at third base. was originally scheduled to spend anothei
season in the minors.
’He looked pretty good in hattin
practice before the exhibition games
Somewhere around the middle iri
spring training, because of how he
was hitting, we said, ’How can v. c
send him down?’ I knew he’d start
some for us. We wouldn’t have kepi
him as just a pinch hitter." La Russa
said.
McGwire made the big league ros
ter in late March. By late April, tic
was starting regularly and back al
first base, where he had played as air
All-American at Southern Cal and

300 Orchard City Drive
Campbell, CA 95008
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295-4336

HONDA
2020 Camden Ave.
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A.S. Election Board
presents

Candidate Forum

California s
Northern
Dateline
#1 Adult

’88
Call from the comfort
of your home.
Messages change
often, so call daily.
Instantly updated.
Open 24 hours.

Meet the Candidates. . Get the
Issues and the Answers
500 Kamis all night!
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McGw ire said.
"I might never hit 49 home runs
again."
His goal for the 1988 season: -rt.
win."
"I just want to do what I’m capable of doing. I’ll go out there and he
an everyday ballplayer." Sla r. ire
said.

Copi0

F.

4150.’

with the 1984 United States Olympic
team.
He hit .250 with four homers in
April. then took off to finish with a
.289 average. He tied a club record
with 118 runs hatted in.
"In the offseason. I sat back and
realized what I did. I really couldn’t
believe what had happened to me."

PRESS

Buy one get one

Good Thursday nights.

Maybe the coach messed
Up."
The hugger lineup gets ihing
going when the smaller play crs such
as Anthony Perry and Steve Hallo
come in.
"The smaller lineup can mak,things happen." coach Berl,. said
"They can do a lot of neat thing-.
Steve certainly has given us a lift.’
Haney is the team’s second leading scorer averaging 12.9 ppg.
Haney provides the Spartans a serious three-point shooter making
44.5 percent of his shots."We hope to play four games in a
row," coach Berry said about the
tournament. Playing four games
would mean being in the finals.

McGwire wasn’t noticed last spring

2 for 1
Kamikazes

FREE!

At the other guard position will be
6-2 Rodney Scott. Scott scored 13
points in his last game against UOP
and is the squad’s third leading scoring with a 8.2 ppg.
At one forward position will he
6-9 Gerald Thomas.
At the other forward position will
he 6-8 Dietrich Waters. Waters
scored 10 points in his last contest
with UOP and also grabbed 17 rebounds in that game.
Starting at center will he 6-8 Jan
Svoboda. Svoboda hasn’t had much
playing time this season but has
started in the past three games.
"Jan’s been a hit of an ingredient.
He can shoot inside," coach Berry
said "He didn’t play much (against
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FAA to study commuter crashes
WASHINGTON (API - The
Federal Aviation Administration,
worried about a rash of commuter
airline accidents that claimed 56
lives over a recent five -month peritx.1, today announced a year-long
inspection of the commuter industry.
FAA Administrator Allan McArtor said the inspection will cover 173
commuter airlines. Agency inspectors are planning to focus I ill about

20 percent of those carriers.
Teams of FAA inspectors will
focus on such areas as airline management, training programs, record
keeping and aircraft condition.
McArtor said the commuter airlines’ safety record in recent months
has sharply reversed from the trends
seen in recent years. The FAA cited
wven commuter

cc dents from No-

vember through 1-ehruary in which
56 people were killed.
FAA officials said they expect the
initial inspection phase of the commuters to be completed by the end of
September. The agency then will
prepare a final report on the findings, which would be used by inspectors responsible for the individual airlines in having corrective
action taken

SpartaGuide
SpurtaGuide is a dad\ calendar
for SJSU student, facial\ and staff
organizations. hems ma\ be sub
mated on forms in the Daily office,
Dwight Rentel Hall Room 208, but
will not be accepted over the phone.
The deadline for the next day’s
paper is noon.

tdaku Day is. left. and Juanita Pena-Franco, mumhers of Nlaiko, a multi -ethnic rhythms, poetry and

Kendra Luck - Daily stall photographer
drama group play the drums in the Student Union as
part of the Women’s Week celebration.

March ’takes back the night’
during Women’s Week events
Long
writer
I hiring Women’s Vs eck. I hush) signifies human relations topics
MO
the "Take Back the Night
March
11.1/:111111:

.

,...oiding to Marge Kintscher. a
co-c.)ordinator of the Women’s Resource (’enter, this is the time when
ss omen band together and walk
through and around SJSU to protest
the danger of the streets for women
salking alone. This march gained
some notoriety a rev, years ago when
mu %%omen bought pornographic
inagaiines at a local shop and then
burned them out front.
The purpose of the march is to
spread the message that women have
every right to ssalk alone at night
ithout having to fear assault.
Kintscher said.
Also Thursday. the San Jose’s Al’ternative to Violence group will be
discussing the different choices a
man or a woman) has when they
feel s iolence against a mate is the
only solution to an immediate problem

Mark Kluwer. a SJSL: student
and a co -coordinator for the San Jose
group, points out that violence
within the family "is not an old
problem."
"(The group is) doing something
that’s revolutionary and people seem
unconcerned.- he said. The violence is based on a cycle, he said,
and only the person committing the
violence can break the chain. The
San Jose Alternatives to Violence
group is "men helping other men to
change," Knipper said. He’s hoping
that more men will attend so they
can learn that change is possible
from people who have.
Thursday’s Activites
All activities take place in the Student Union unless indicated otherwise.
9:30 a.m.: - "Dating, Sexuality.
and Communications." A lecture
and presentation by Gillian Green
site, director for the University ot
California at Santa Cniz Rapt Prevention Education Program. Guadalupe Room,

11:00
-- Movie: "Not a
Lose
Story."
anti -pornography
film. Costanoan Room.
Noon: - Vocalist and guitarist
Janice A. will be performing at the
Upper Pad.
12:30 p.m.: - Domestic Violence Task Force featuring: Senator
Dan McCorquordale. 12th District;
Bea Robinson, executise director of
WOMA; Dominic Bacacoto, San
Jose Police Department; and Don
Tatum, San Jose’s Sheriff’s Department. Costanoan Room.
2:00 p.m.: - Panel: San Jose’s
Alternative to Violence. Costanoan
Room.
3:30 p.m.: - Movie: "Not
Story,"
anti -pornography
Love
film.
5:30 p.m.: - Gail Groves, who
earned her master’s degree in Women’s Studies here at SJSU. will discuss and sign her hook. "Her Wits
About Her." a book of women’s
self-defense stories. Groves has
taught self-detense to women and
girls for ten years. Costanoan Room.
7:00 p.m.: - Take Back the
Night March. Meet at the Amphitheatre outside of the Student Union.

Toy guns an issue for police chief’s daughter
s VS FRANCISCO (API - Su - took a real weapon tor a to).
The youngster went into a neighis is Wendy Nelder thinks it was
appiort Lae that she, the daughter of borhood grocery to visit the grocer,
was the one to pro- pulled a pistol out from beneath the
a ’,ohk
’ oosc .1 measure banning the sale of cash register and playfully shot the
grocer to death.
to) guns in the city.
"And this little boy didn’t under"It takes a police brat to have
heaid oser the years of all the fune- stand what he’d done.- Nelder said.
But it was more recent cases, inrals that little kids were involved in
cluding the police shooting of a rebecause ol to) guns.’ she said.
tarded I3 -year-old playing with a
Nelder. in an interview Monday, real -looking
play
pistol,
that
14:membered one such tragedy that prompted Nelder to put her proposal
happened when she was a child. It before the city’s Board of Superviinvoked a boy of 5 or 6 who mis- sors.

1 he proposed measure is one of
several anti -toy gun laws being considered in California. A similar
statewide ban recently was proposed
in Sacramento. and some cities in
Southern California. including Los
Angeles and Santa Monica. banned
the manufacture and sale of real
looking toy weapons after a series of
freeway shootings.
"These things kill." Nelder said.
"They kill because they draw fire
from somebody with a real gun who
isn’t sure whether a real gun is being
pointed at them or not.’’ she said

It ) DAY
Campus Ministry: Bible Study,
12-I p.m., S. U . Pacheco Room. For
information. call 298-0204.
Alpha Lambda Delta: Meeting.
5:30-6:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room. For information, call 2629172.
Advisory
Program:
Re-entry
Brown bag lunch. 12:30-1:30 p.m.,
Administration Building Room 223.
For information, call 924-5913.
Theatre Arts Department: Free
performance of Shakespeare’s Two
Gentlemen of Verona. 10:45 a.m.12:20 p.m., Hugh Gillis Hall Studio
Theatre. For information, call 9244530.
Clube I.usitania: Linguica Sale. 10
a.m.-3 p.m., International Ftiod Ba/Aar. For information. call 2628044.
MEChA: General meeting. 5:30
p.m.. Chicano Library Resource
Center, Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. For information, call
298-2531.
Akbuyan-Filipino American Club:
General Meeting. 3:30 p.m. S.U.
Almaden Room. For information.

cal12303.
SJSU Tae Kwon Do: Practice. 7:30
- 9:30 p.m. SPX 202. For information, call 258-9800.
Catholic Newman Community:
Guest speaker - Mary Lou Claassen
on "Death and Dying". 7:30 p.m.
Campus Ministry Center, 300 S.
10th St. For information, call 2980204.
Department of Foriegn Languages: Showing films. 3:30 p.m.
Sweeney Hall.
SJSU Forerunners: Bible study.
7:30 p.m. SU Guadalupe Room. For
information call 998- I 395.
Chinese Engineering Student Association: Free movie night. 7-10:30
p.m. SU Constanoan Room. For information, call 287-6254.
Department of Meteorology: Seminar on the dynamics of the antarctic
stratosphere, and implications for
the ozone hole. 3:30-4:30 p.m. Duncan Hall 615. For information, call
924-5200.

Re-entry Club: Support group dropin meeting. 2-3:30 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco Room. For information, call
924-5930.
Amnesty International: Meeting. 7
p.m., An Building Room 139. For
information, call 277-8225.
SJSU Cycling Club: Meeting. 7:30
p.m., S.U. Montalvo Room. For information, call 279-3603.
Gay and Lesbian Alliance: Movie:
"Before Stonewall," reflection of
Gay history. 4:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden Room. For information, call
263-2312.
Department of Foriegn Languages: Showing films. 12:30-3:30
p.m. Sweeney Hall.
Gerontology Center: Lecture: Social factors in the health of black elders. 2:30-4 p.m. SU Concil Chambers. For information, call 94-3290.
Department of Math and Computer Science: Colloquium. 4 p.m.
Duncan Hall 416. For information.
call 924-5120.

THURSDAY
Christian Science organization:
Testimony meeting. 3:30 p.m..
Music building 157. For information, call 245-3289.
Campus Ministry: Personal growth
group. 7-9 p.m.. 3005. 10th St. For
information, call 298-0204.
SJSU Karate Club: Pizza Party.
7:30-10:00 p.m.. S.U. Pacheco
Room.

Electrical Engineering Department: Discussion of LEDs and lasers for fiber optics. 12:30-1:30 p.m..
S.U. Almaden Room. For information, call 924-3950.
Student Affiliates of the American
Chemical Society: Speaker- Visual
Information Processing from Chemistry to Perceptions. 1:30 p.m. Duncan Hall 505. For information, call
924-2502.

FRIDAY
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2050 CAL LWAY PLACE
(Off Highway 101)
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SAN JOSE / SANTA CLARA
3581 Stevens Creek Blvd.
(At San Tomas Expressway)

SUNNYVALE
840 East El Camino Real
(At Wolfe Road)

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK - 8 AM TO 6 PM
FOR RESERVATIONS, CALL:

(408) 774-1930

FREE AND OPEN TO EVERYONE
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Bloom County

Soviet Armenians pack Glendale
GLENDALE (AP) - A surge in
emigration of Soviet Armenians to
Southern California threatens to
swamp local refugee assistance programs, relief agency officials say.
About 2,000 Soviet Armenians
have come to the area since October
and another 8,000 to 10,000 more
are expected by the end of the year.
along with up to 3,000 Armenians
from Iran, according to the U.S.
State Department.
"Every public and private agency
is understaffed, and it means that the
Armenians are confronting delays in
getting their most basic services."
said Bruce Whipple, director of the
local office of the International Rescue Committee, a private agency
that assists refugees during their first
30 days of resettlement.
The influx began when Soviet
leader Mikhail Gorbachev started his
campaign of "glasnost," or openness, and officials were instructed to
approve exit papers for Armenians
wanting to join relatives in America.
"The whole city’s not ready for
this," said Arick Gevorkian of .he
Glendale office of the Armenian National Committee. "Right now,
we’re organizing with the school district, with the churches, trying to facilitate these newcomers. But we are
racing against time and we are not
very ready."
Assimilating the newcomers into
American society likely will be hampered by the nearly 50 percent cutback in federal refugee assistance
funding since 1984, worried officials
say.

Last year, 3.250 Soviet Armenians emigrated to the United States.
more than 13 times the number who
came in 1986. Officials say the
count is not related to recent turmoil
in Soviet Armenia and neighboring
Azerbaijan.
Some Armenian -Americans are
dismayed by the influx, arguing that
any mass exodus from the Soviet
Union weakens the only homeland
the Armenians know, as well as their
claim to Armenian lands in Turkey.
"Unlike Soviet Jews, Soviet Ar- Arick Gevorkian, menians are not emigrating to their
Armenian National homeland. Instead, they are leaving
Committee, Glendale office it." said Harut Sassouniangditor of
the California Courier, an Armenian -American weekly published in
However, with the increasing Glendale.
numbers of emigres entering public
schools and applying for public assistance, welfare offices in Hollywood and Glendale have added
nearly a dozen Armenian -speaking
employees.
Glendale schools hired an additioSACRAMENTO (AP)
With
nal five Armenian -speaking teachers jokes about escargot and slime, an
or aides to complement the eight al- Assembly committee decided today
that the banana slug should be the ofready on staff. More are planned.
Officials say it’s essential to pro- ficial state mollusk.
vide such services early on or risk
The bill, AB3007 by Assemblythe refugees becoming permanently man Byron Sher, D-Mountain View,
dependent on the government.
slid out of the Governmental Organi"If we don’t get them on the right zation Committee to the Assembly
track quickly, they may be lost to floor by a 12-2 vote.
us." said Joan Pinchuk, county
Sher introduced the bill at the
coordinator for refugee affairs.
"Right now, we have no job training urging of the Dynamite Blue Bird
or ESL (English as a Second Lan- troop of Redwood City. The troop’s
guage) slots to put Armenian refu- six members testified and brought
along six banana slugs.
gees in."

’Right now, we’re
organizing with the
school district, with
the churches, trying
to facilitate these
newcomers.’
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Angelo Lopez

Dumbar Pig and Friends
W1-10
MY LATEST AND
GREATEST SCULPTURE AMONG
FRIENDS
MY
IS FINISHED! I’VE

_

FORGET
ANAINETTE
WORKING
SH
INTHE
HOSPITAL
RIGHT NOW

WILL HAVE
’THE
PRIVILEGE
OF SEEING
MY MASTERPIECE?

Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
HAIR

MODELS for advanced tech
class
MondyThursday-FrIday
9AM Call lor appt 279-9694

NEED

MEDICAL

INSURANCE,

We

have plans with quality coverage
at &fordable prk. Call Mark FIT
Ice, Washington National insur
&ice. (408)943-9190 for no end,
gallon quote
PRIVATE ADOPTION whore to begin,
information for couples and singles wishing lo adopt

Pregnant

mothers -you
hem
choice
Pb.... call (408) 33199253
STUDENT DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now, Save your teeth. eyes
and mon. too For Information
and brochure s. A S
call (408)371-6811

office or

WE DON T HAVE THE ANSWERS. but
that OK We ere e church community that ’robes the individual
seerch for one own truth The
FIRST UNITARIAN CHURCH of
San Jo. offer creative aenelCes
stimulating dracusslon, & oppor
tunne, for social action We are
located at 160 N 3rd St Join us
Sundeys at 11.00 or cad 292-3858

AUTOMOTIVE
81

HONDA PRELUDE, blue, .9
own. great shape inside 6 out.
118,000 tni .$3500, call 736-7120

74 DATSUN 910 4 .pd. rot& engine.
runs good Asking 1850 Call 2911877 296-3076
73 SUPERBUG. auto stick -356 M on
retolt eng AM FM cos.. in good
condition, Asking 11800 Please
cell 971-9257 £11.0. roes.ge
72 DATSUN 1200. eutornattc &clot
cond . $750 ho Cali 926-1724 ask
for Mike leave message

COMPUTERS
PC COM PC CON PC -00111." IB
M AT VT compatible. and eccessodas One block from campus
404 S 3rd SI

02 Call 295-1606

Special 60. 00 tor SJSU with ID

FOR SALE
THE BREAD 6 ROSES BOOKSHOP is
unique bookstore. specializing
current
In books on history
events. labor Black Americans.
Chicanos.
Aslan-Amencens.
Niamtlern
Written by
women
Blacks. Chicanos. Asians. labor
activists. Me/mists We al. have
In English. Soviet umts in the social sciences You won’t find our
books poster and records In
other stores In the v.. In addition we have Mellon and chit
drone books

Located al 950 S
First SI . San Jo. (3 bill south of
NM) Call 294-2930 for hours

HELP WANTED
A GOOD DEAL of exposure means er,
orything when searching for lob
INTERL INK can gef you that expoWe will take your resume
and 111.11 in an online database
for prospective employers to .amine This service Is FREE for
ltd time only For more info. con.

sure

1.1 $tem Keith 61(406) 277-8515
ARE YOU SICK 9 tired of gelling paid
& having to well two more wens
In see the .on again, Food inclus
try giving you heartburn? We behove that the right to party is Mt
ernendment material Pick your
own 11010.1 For those overworked
brain cells we vat got plenty 01 001
fe We are 5 Tin from 5.20U
Find out how easy II is lo sod
something everyone knows. the
California Diners Club two for ono
dinner card We also have fundraising positions open Forget
about your past Jerry Lamle telemarketing eeperiences our of
flee i plush and comfortable The
pay l Tents.tin and the hour..,.
unbeatable Come 10In 1, 001 fun.
2119Call now for an intendew
5638
BARYSITTER NEEDED MWF 10AM, I
PM Call 024 5410 9.46-3999 Must
he SJSU student. $11 hr
BUBBLE MACHINE CAR WASH 1090
Saratoga -Sunnyvale Rd Contort
Mendi Shad& al 998-2592 Flex
hrs . no asp nee Full pad time
CAREER OPPORTUNITY with 3rd
largest insurance company We
need relleble, stable pimple inter.
Noted in owning their own Duelnee. We provkf sales 11 management Paining & guaranteed
income when qualified Coll David
Zech& or Dick Aden. et 371
4663

COUNSELOR -GROUP HOME lot su
tistic children Varied hours, Call
Monday through Friday. 9-5PM.
377-5412 377-1494
DELIVERY PERSONS for PIZZA MON
ery Good pay 886,
Flex
hours. PT FT days nights Need
own car, insure.. 0845 print
out Cell 286-7444 NOW HIRING,’
DEVELOPMENT

YOURS & SJSU
Learn communications skids to
help yourself, than apply the
Skills to help SJSU provide ace-

demic programs interested, Call
Mitch al 924-1129
DINNER SHIFT WAITRESS part lime el
Mineto Japanese Rest San Jose
Jpentown Call Mee 9999711
DRIVERS
WEEKNIGHTS or SAT
Only You need
valid license.
your own car end insurance DMV
printout is unimportant Four Sat
posItions

open,

two

for

week-

days Cell Mr Miles et 288-6838
$$$$FOODSERVERS, COOKS. HOSTESS. CASHIERS. and busboys
Callender.
Marie
Is
always
enthmleste
lapdog tor new
wOreer to On our team Apply It
2631 Mendlen Av.. or call 7116
71 30 for appointment
FOOD

SERVICE
PERSONNEL
wanted" Catering by Coast Is
seething PT
employee
w he.
schedule

Lap preferred but not

required Pk.. call 1367-2700
FOREIGN STUDENTS AND SCHOLARS" Intl businesses and loves
tors mei foreign national, with
first hand knowledge of economic

badness

scientific. and
political conditions In home coin.
try for consulting ssaistence For
info, send rewrote to BCS int’l
700 St Marys PI . Suite 1400. San
Antonio, Tx. 78205 or cell (SOO)
642-5254
GENERAL OFFICE WORK flex hrs
20-ar6
Typing 60 WPM
Non
enoker, 0141 66,, at 435-0997

Gatos. 95030

BARE IT ALL, Slop shoving, waxing,

RED EYE Is looking for assistant managers full thhe & purl firm In our
local stores

We II work around

school schedules but mint have 2
morning. week opening availability. non-amoker. Interestsd
call It 446-9336
OFFICERS PROCESS
SECURITY
SERVERS. FT PT security officers.

all

FT PT evening

shifts

prob.. servers We will train
Apply in person MOO -Fri 9AM4PM 260 Meridian Am , S J .289
5680
SECURITY RECEPTION III shifts Opt
85.585r lo start Full boned., no
experience needed Apply VANSECURITY. 3212 Scott
between Oftott & San Tomes Santa Clem Cell 7279793
GUARD
Blvd

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK opening at Varlen image Tube DIvIelon
Requires

2

to experience in
stores. ship ran or equiv plus
ability 10 1111 5016. fork lift certificate and California dyers IIcenee Must be US Citizen Gall
415-493-1800. exi 445

SHIPPING RECEIVING CLERK! Varian
Associates Microwave Tube DI,
In Palo Alto needs
pert-tne
17A84-11A84 dally) Npping rembilng clerk Requires 2 yrs
exp.r in shipping receiving and
cycle suf. Call 1415) 424-5928
We am an equal opportunity am-

Pww,
TEACHER OF RECREATION NEEDED
for

full time position el local
preschool Hrs 2-6PM weekdays
Pays $5 hr . 6 units of ECE reoulred Coma play with us Call
286-0683 esi, for

meg

TELEMARKETING" Appolntreent setting Part Pm $200 WK POSSIBLE, DAILY CASH Walking distance from campus Afternoon
evening shifts evadable Good
voice & personality Call Jerry at
996-4526

LIFEGUARDS Seesonal & year round
positions evadable now Salary
Lifeeperds 15 50-$6 401., Pool
menegers

$7 00-14 000,

Call

942-2470
PART-TIME CHILDCARE POS,TONS
&ed.*. Immediately IC IS
.
Northern California Nannies, (415)
9492933
PART-TIME. FULL TIME JOBS avail ebb, Never lee Cell BEST Tian,
pot/try Services. 984-1340 for de
tails
Typi.l.
secretaries
receptionists.
laborer..
Ili.
clerks
PART

TIME POSITIONS AVAILABLE

City of San Jose The City of San
Jowls accepting applimtions for
the following part time position.
1FEGUARD

$5 40-86 57 hr Re
quires advanced lifesaving certificate. CPR and First Aid
INSTRUCTOR- LIFEGUARD $5 20$7 51hr Require. water eatery In.
atructIon certilicele. CPR and
First Aid OPEN WATER LIFEGUARD 17 07,88 59 hr Require.
high ache& grad and 1 season
&pretence as lifeguard Also requires advenced lifesaving cediflcare. CPR and Fket Aid ASS
SWIM POOL MANAGER 889094 386, Requires 2 seasons er
perience as a lifeguard, swim in
structor or swim pool manager
and WSI. CPR end First Aid SWIM
Pf_XX
MANAGER
59 24811 23 hr Requires 3 seasons a. penance in swim pool mom Ill.
guarding or swimming Inetruction
e nd WSI. CPR end First Aid SWIM
POOL AIDE $4 17-55 01 hr Re
quires tenor lifesaving certIfi
cals. CPR and First Aid Work permit If under 18 yrs of ago
CONCESSIONAIRE
$50987 27 to Requires nigh school
gr. ph. 6 mos experience In
concession operation. food and
beverage samic. or small business plua CPR and First Aid
Apply City of Son Jose Personnel
Dept . 801 N Firal SI . Rm 207.
San Jo. Ca 05110, phone 2774204
PART TIME RETAIL SALES -futon fur
neer. More Flexibb hrs must
include weekends Cad Jan or
Kathy el 2993355
PSSST HAVEN’T YOU HEARD YET,
beet in the SJSU
We’re Paving
TOP Valuable lexperkame good
good iocation.
hours
essy
ply,
bonus games. .141 Ironing. sic’
Callum 924-1129
RECEPTIONIST. Perm PT must be
excellent on phones. PC at. helpful Send metro. to M Mesea,
14103 0 Wlnclrwsl., Blvd los

THE SAN JOSE SYMPHONY

11011. ar
denote energetic personelities
for fundraising
meson promo-

tion

lady w go , Commissions
Call Boa Mon Fri at 2577343
TRAINING SPECIALIST

Direct care
e lan needed for reskientiel 100111,
ties for odobscents and young
...Um with autism & related di.FT1 PT position. avellable
el
weekday mornings
ternoons Weekends 6 overnight
shifts 86-57 255, Cell for appli*arty

tweezing or using chemical depthlodes Let me permanently remove your unwented had (chin

shift. graveyard & weeliond shift
S.S M) 9AM lo 7 30 PM) Physic.
electronic or mechanical
oriontetion end U S citizen re[mired Call 415-491-1800 en
445

1595 mo Call 2243939 786 5540
Licensed agent

!

Gwen Cheigren OF

559-3500. 1645 S Bascom ,C
’Hair Today Gone Tomorrow’

inw

EYECARE Al SUNRISE EYEWEAR
Frame and ens. horn 937 Dr
Christopher Cabrera 0 D Quality

/

LET US
5f104-).
1011.

EA41

and feat sonice at extremely law
price Complete eye ellant Includ,
Ing glaucoma check. complete
contact ien. service for family
Fashion frames and sunglasses
by the leading designers Super
thin lenses for high power R.
Open 7 rlay a week ’neurones
and Medical am *softly we&
Corned SJSU 11011001. & shift always have 10% off Call for bp,*
now," 405 E

Santa Clam Sr at
9th cell 995-0488 Ws speak VietSpenish & Chinese
MATH-PHONE

math

problems

solved, tutoring by phone al any
Nivel Sesione 1 4 to 1 hour CaN
(415)7998497
PHOTOGRAPHIC MEMORIES, Let me
capture your wedding "momNe
whh quality photos for lees" Budget and cleim packages from
$299 You keep the negatives Cell
Ch.M. .1 274-4099

FBI won’t release Lennon tracking records
LOS ANGELES (AP) - FBI surveillance records tracking late
Beatles founder John Lennon won’t
be made public because their disclosure could compromise national security, a federal judge ruled.
The request for release of Len non’s FBI dossier was made by University of California, Irvine. professor Jon Wiener under the Freedom of
Information Act. Weiner said he will

appeal the ruling by U.S. District
Judge Robert Takasugi.
The decision came in response to
a 1983 lawsuit filed by Wiener when
the FBI released only part of Len non’s file, which contains documents about the musician’s anti -war
activities in the 1970s.
"They claimed some of these documents would damage national secu-

DISC JOCKEY by
Dealt. Michell. formerly of KSJS
You ve got Me party. we.. got
the music, Michel Productions

ABSOLUTELY ACCURATE ACCOM
PUSHED Typist Specializing in

Branham area 7 days week Cal
264-450.

provides a wide variety of music
for your weidc5ng party or dance

all ecademic typing
including
APA formal, tern papers, theses

at reasonable re.. Cell Desiree
or Phil at 249-2120 or 922,7359

resume s & cover letters I look
forward to serving your typing
needs thls semester Md. fetes
30 am
5 00 pm , Jane 251.
5942

DO IT WRITE, Word proceseinfr 20
years mperlence resumes, letter mailing lists, books. edict.
Proofreading. *Ming available

WRITING

RESEARCH

SERVICES

Acdemic thesis
assistance
Ghostwriting All sup.% Chained writers Resumes Re-writing Cemlog &MN& (415) 841
5036

youR

WEDOING

by

PHOTOGRAPHED
quality
information

budget price free
Call 371-7187 oak for SJSU dis
count

eth paperu. reports theses (es
pecially science) etc .1 251-01-49
ACADEMIC

TRAVEL
FLYING PRIVATE PLANE to Humboldt
Friday March 111th return March
20 and I need 2 riders 960 round

TYPING WORD

PROCE.

RESSING Thee. work
specialty Experience counts’ Group
pews welcome Standard & ml
crocessette transcriptla,
Free
dlea storage and generous STUDENT DISCOUNT 17 years sap.Hence Cell Chrystal .1 923-4481

trip Ben Clarion at 354-9157

TYPING
AA AA -ACCURACY

ACHIEVEMENT
ACCOUNTABILITY
ACKNOWL,
EDGEABLE in typing that tops
Trust TONY. 796-2057 Thanks

APA FORMAT term paper thimi welcomed 10 yens typing word pro.
caning experience Letter quality
printing

St SO per peg. double span.
Available even days weekly
Chdck turnaround AN wort guar
If lead Thank.
SECRETARY orlth computer
Avenel:de night
and day Rush lobs are my &mei
silty
Call Pent et 14081 2255025225-0000

ABSTRACT WE RE NOT -letter quallry
accuracy guaranteed Acodemk
typing our speciality Fr. proo
hog disk storage
Rea.nable
We re test dependable, grammar
wise college grads So call us

professional. high

rity." Wiener said. "To me, it
sounds like a ridiculous thing to say
about 18 -year-old documents about
the
s
activities of a dead rock
Lennon was murdered outside his
New York C’ity apartment in 1980.
The ruling came Monday after a
closed -doors meeting between Takasup and government attorneys.

Classified

PROFESSIONAL

Close to .11.1

AFFORDABLE 2 BEDROOM, I BATH"
Carport walk to campus no mei

01’5

4/6KI ’Boa INIE
TIM Buttkour
iHk1 ?

Unwanted Hell Disappears With
My Core

A AT

HOUSING

A10.4 WHAT 2

bikini. tummy, moustache, ate)
15% discount to students end faculty Cell before May 31. 1988 and
get your first appt at 12 price

cations & information 3746224
VARIAN IMAGE TUBE DIVISION has
full time openings for autormited
VAC EOM& OPRS on swing

Ivrchael Sherman

SkibblefritZ

Very competitive rams
Student. receive ellecount with
ID Acct.. Oele--2111-4982 ask for
Tore.
CALL LINDA TODAY. Avoid the rush’
Reserve now for your tem paper.. group protects, thevas. etc
Profesionat word processing.
M. disk storage (Mick return, ell
work guaranteed Cassel. IrancrIption
avalleble
Almaden -

academic

wort. guaranteed For Mai profs.
sional. quick & depended. worry,
fr. .ervIce Cl it. beet wIth AFFORDABLE RATES. call PAM at

DO YOURSELF A FAVOR’ Take ad
ventage of our expertise Top st.Markel service tor all your WORD
re-

TYPIST. Reasonable rotes
Call Era at 251-42050, 272-5033
Will pick-up and deliver

LASERJET OUTPUT Years of e par
enc. serving SJSU facultv and
students All work guaranteed
Specializing in word perfect and

253-WORD or 253-WORK
ENTERPRISE

WORD PROCESSING
Thesis iltpeclellsts Also term pa-

word Call PJ

923,2309

LUCID EDITORIAL SERVICE Typing
wIllIng 011110011 editing typing
of reports theses etc
Laser
printer Affordable occurs. dependat. Only 12 minutes from
campus Pickup evadable Sally at

.ription Fr. SPELCHEK. copy
edit, di. storage Ouich turn246

5425

251-4665
EVERGREEN
WORDPROCESSING
Term papers $1 75 p dbi an and

Expo&
NEED HELP," Call SOS
enc.4 professional typing serv
ice for term pap.. group pro.

proofed Small business letters,
mailing lists flyers nWeielfillf
welcome
Instructor
protect.
Duality guarenteed On campus
pickup delivery Call 14061 274

nets. and Mac reports Resumes
and cover letters Fres spelling
Letter quality printers
check

3664 (hew message)

Competitive dotes 735-8645 (Sue/
Sunnyvale

EXPERIENCED SECRETARY for your

1 bedroom, 1
betty off etre& parting $475 Call
224.3930288-0840.
licensed

I 30-S PM (afternoon hours by
apporntment) Call Anna et 977
4992
WRITING Bay
TYPING
RESUMES
sr. s 01 wevice 40 mars expoConsultations,
donee
Caren
All lob arees Came
Canter 243-4070

SIDITIOWS

SUCCESS ENTERPRISE
Profession., typing 8 Dimness serv
ices Fast reasonable 11 mar the
university Call 292-4017
TERM PAPERS BY MAIL’? Vie Nee
your draft. site type you parry II
get down Lased output IL spell
Cali Dinar Pubs el 945
3941 977-7999 beeper

proof.

pers, manuscrIpry screenplay.
resumes, repetitive letters. Iran.

Call

PRO-

GOOD

PS Leser printing
or printing
from your disk Special discount
for faculty and students Coll
Thinly a WORDWORKS
l 4081

Clam

WORD

CESSING. 12 years secrete-do
experience No lob too large or
$mall
too
Rate
Student
$12 50 hr Reg $1100 hr Hour.,

247.2941 (Stant. Clem) STUDENT
& FACULTY DISCOUNTS’

let.

We
also provide disk storage witting
gremmar and spell checking

Santa

PROFESSIONAL

cliak torage. SPELCHEK. punctuation grammar assistance AN

6539 (San Jo.)

around

legal word

Term papers,
moons resumes, letters group
poppets manuals, theses, etc All
academic formats & APA Free

Reasonable rates Call Anne 575

processing needs Graphic
Mr, manuscripts. reports
sumes, tem paper. theses

business

proc.sing needs

TYPING,"

REASONABLE

Call

PATTI at 14081
Santa Clara.,..

RATES.’
246-9632

WORDPROCESSING

REPORTS. letters resumes manuscripts. legal
Editing available Ham two de,
grates Reasonsble rates Call 576t379

WORD
PROCESSING
CAMBRIAN
AREA. 15 yrs empremenc Cheep
and fast’ $I 25 per page double
spaced, $1 75 per page single
.41.0 Call 876.9254

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

Print Your Ad Here

.44^1
PRIVATE RN kitchn prlv, 1 2 blk frm
SJSU Pre.. serious MALE student non slineer 0225 coo 217)679
7 BOMA .0

tor rent nr cempus.
, security deposit Car1550
port. wee to mmpus. 279-8075

PERSONALS
ELECTROLYSIS

CLINIC".
UPIWANTED HAIR removed forever
Confklentlei
335 5
Maywood
Ave San Jose cell 247-7456 for

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each hne)

Ad Rates
Minimum three lines on one day
One
Two
Three
Day
Days
Days
3 Lines $3 55
$435 $475
4 Lines $4 35
$515 $555
5 Lines $5 15
$600 $635
6 1 ines $595
$680 $715
I Each Additiona) Line Add $80

Four
Days
$500
$580
$660
$740

Five
Days
$520
$600
$680
$760

Each
Extra
Day
$ 90
$1 05
$1 20
$1 35

HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANDREW HEIM,
from all your WOMEN11,1,
SJSU SINGLE PARENTS interested In
helpIng pull our invisible group
tor

A__l

Print Name

appointment

together

11;11111

tun

and

Semester Rates (All Issues)
5-9 Lines $46.00
10-14 Lines $6300
15 PIUS Lines $80 oo

Phone: 924-3277

support

Address

Ph,

City & State

7"

Meese call 244-5701
WOULD LIKE to find a WOMAN to Me
with handicapped men for con,

_For _

Enclosed is $

_ lines,

panionehip For MI call Brien at
296-2308

SERVICES
BACKACHE," FREE treetrnerd e.
part of a reseerch propct y you
have had low back pain for more
than

6 roonth end ore 20,55
years old &mese celi Palmer College of ChiroprecticWert at (40111
244-8907. ..tenet. 401

4

Circle a Classification:
Announcements
Help Wanted
Automotive

Housing

Computers
For Sale

Lost and Found
Personals

SEND CHECK. MONET ORDER

Services
Stereo
Travel
Typing

CinsifinidSent I routed Chau*. DITH2011

OR CASH TO
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose

Stale Utlbref Sit y

San Jose Calitornw 95192

Deadline Two day prior to publication
Consecutive publication dates only
No refunds on cancallod ads

I

7

Wednesday, March 9, !Wig/Spartan 1).111)
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13rogram: SJSU helps out

Time for a tan

Ron Green
Ry0 knyama. left, and Daniel Rashid, seniors in mechanical engineering, work on their tans

Gaily staff photographer

by the Student Union

Fire: Residence hallroom gutted; no one injured
accottling to ’no ersii Police De
’The origin of the fire was the mattress and
’moment ( Htteer Tom Potnerm
%%Ito as on tltit during the incident
it looks like it smoldered a long time before
’ ’Matches were found in the
room.- l’omero> said. The origin it actuay caught.’
oi the file was the 111:111rer0: and
looks like it smoldered a long time
Tom Pomeroy,
Ilelore it actuall caught...
UPD officer
Five San Jose Fite 1)epartment
trucks were present %%1111 firelighters
Iltisillg down the room and throwing
minimal,’ Pomeroy said.
"I wanted to be notified," said
items out of the window of the dor"The fire pretty much stayed con- the Housing director. "There’s a
mitory and squirting water on it.
futed to the mattress and the edge of whole chain of command that broke
"The hallway got filled up with a desk that was sitting next to the down."
smoke pretty bacl. said UPD ()flubed." Pomeroy continued. "It went
Stacee Wiggins. RA on duty at the
eer koheo Noriega. "We knocked up the wall and to the ceiling. The time of the lire, said that about 15
down the flames w ith a fire extin- bedding. of course is gone. and the minutes before the fire alarm
was
guisher before the
depanment items that were silting right near the pulled. students had said that the
4.!ot here
fire. hut everything else will just smoke had subsided in the hall.
Pomeroy said the ’lames didn’t have smoke or water damage . ’
"About 15 minutes after that,
spiead or eVell get going because the
Housing is tenatively planning to they came running saying there was
room w as completely closed up. not pay fm general [limn
damages. "I’m a fire.’ Wiggins said. "The hall was
alltming enough tt gen m to iej the assuming the university’
will he re- black with smoke."
lire get out ot hand
sponsible for replacing the student’s
The residents were left outside the
"losi 01 the damage vs ill he belongings.’
said Brown. who dorm for 45 minutes while the fireis
some
»ater heard of the incident the following men got the mess cleaned up and
smoke daniage here
damage and lire damage hut Mat »
[miming.
checked for the cause of the fire.

Fees: Increase imminent
The trustees 11:1VC called for more
Xkl,ennan said a student participation in the project.
would he clear w ho responsibe for but are not investigating alternatives
the overruns and w hat alteniativ es to t4) the fee increase. McLennan said.
.1 lee 111Crease ;ire possible.
"We’re still going to fight." he
13111 011 Inesda). Icl.ennan said
said. "We have a hit of alternatives
the trustees ;tumid,. is -we’ve got to to the fee hike.
eei it done
and then lind
.Why can’t the funds come from
resiNmsible lor
our’
er- the academic side of campus?" he
11111,
asked. "The basketball team is
N1).1
.tild the trustees "tar- going to use the facility’ Human pergeted ...indents i Icor financial respon- formance is going to use the pool
.1bility Inst. without doing their re- and weight rooms and exercise
search into the puuect’s problems).
equipment. But the) aren’t paying
"I’m going to call i’l’erry I McCar- for any of it.
iltv X S.
president) and have
Although the fee increase seems
tom agendie. an emergency’ meeting unavoidable because of the trustees’
ot the A.S. directors fill 10111111.0f- cot lllll itment to finishing the Rec
hm... 1,.t.cmian said
Center as soon as possible. MCI,C11
call lOr a vote ot nan said Tuesday . "This gaine’s not
He said he w
’no confidence’ III the trustees and over. and we’re not giving up yet.
chancellor for their role in the hand It ain’t over umil the fat lady
low of 1114. memin.
sings
Ft OM rag(’ I
thal point

Arrest

with youth who %ere recently in It’ll) page I
with ID other depanntents," said volved in gang fighting. and that
some people considered it a racial in Jose Villa. director of Si Se Pueta.
Villa said that the program is an cident. But. Villa sos. one of their
outgrowth of Campus Compact. main goals is to keep society from
which is a nationwide effort on col- labelling children.
"Theyre not to be blamed for
lege canipuses to get students to provide service in their community. Rut this, maybe it’s the condition out
Villa stated that. "Si Se Pueta is on a there." Villa said. He continued to
more personal level with the com- say that their eflons are it) help
"bring kids together." Villa said
munity."
he doesn’t consider children
Villa said the program is geared at that
Ii bers
of gangs. but members of
stumatching understanding SJSUIIm
em
5
dents with youth in the community survival units.
Villa said in working with the
who need the understanding. And
II
for the faculty it’s "to give them an community, "You’ve got to walk a
oppttrtunity to get in touch with the mile with them and you’ve got to
lives people have to live day to day feel with them."
Villa added that they try to bring
in downtt)wn and East San Jose,"
students together to inform them
Villa said.
One of the reasons the faculty is about educational opportunities and
somewhat socially distant from the to help them make the community a
community in which they work, better place to live in for students.
Villa said. is because the majority of children and their parents.
The program has had a special elthem don’t live in this area, they
commute in an out and aren’t aware fect on many of the students in the
of what life is like for sttme San Jose program said Villa. Kim Mesa. a se nior majoring in behavioral science.
residents.
said she really enjoyed the time she
Villa said the SJSU participants
spent working with the program.
do everything from tutoring the chilMesa said while she vt.as in the prodren to helping them develop self-esgram she helped fingerprint "120
teem.
adorable little kids."
Si Se Pueta is currently working in
Mesa said she enjoyed the prothe Franklin McKinley School
gram so much that after she gradtrict where volunteers work with uates she plans to go to graduate
children from kinderganen to 12th schtx)I and pursue degree in public
grade. The program from time to health and social welfare so she can
time even involves pre-schoolers come back and run Si Se Pueta.
with health screenings and finger"I want to keep problems from
printing.
happening by teaching the t)ting
"Being out there in the cotninu- that they can make a change." she
said.
nity, where the action is there’s
Mesa added. "These weren’t my
something exciting about that."
goals before I took Communit) Con Villa said.
He said they are currently working cepts 15’ .

I. ’poll returning to the building.
residents found the entire dormitory
tilled with the strong smell of
smoke.
"They’ll want to leave their doors
and windows open for awhile to try
to clear that smell out." Pomeroy
said. "It’s going to smell this way
for a little while."
None of the resident halls have
any type 4)1’ sprinkler system for fire
alerts. There are just fire hoses and
From page /
extinguishers located throughout the
degree in environmental studies
buildings. Ponieroy said
from &MU in 1984 and was taking
Housing officials say there plans
gradua:e-level classes before the defor smoke detectors to be installed in
gree program was approved.
July’. "Our main concern is that no
one was hurt," Brown said.
"We’ve had graduate classes for
"This happens every -so-often.
hut mostly the residents are pretty two years. You first have to get
careful:. l’omero said. -The last courses running and then get it apone I remember 4.44 as an incident with pnwed by the Chancellor’s Office.’
an electric blanket a couple ,ears Klee said. "It took three years to go
hack. So this can happen, but it lust through all the channels.’
doesn’t happen very often...
The program was created to
Williams. a freshman maturing in "Oler advanced studies that will
advertising. stayed in her resident di- help our country move toward a susrector’s apartment immediately fol- tainable society one that balances
lowing the fire. until leaving with social needs v, ith ecological realifriends for the night. She could not ties:’ Klee said
I e reached for commem
"There is a real need in society

Degree: First time offered
for people who are specialists in gen"En% ieral areas.- Ivey. sk said
a variety of
ronmental issues
\A c need peodifferent things. .
ple who can look at those things and
piece them together.’
In order to graduate. students are
required to take seminars in environmental methods. tools and tech niques. environmental theory and re source management strategies. and
conservation and environmental
tory. Students must also complete 15
elective units and produce a thesis
paper.
Klee said Ile is sending publicity
to unk ersil les throughout the state to
attract students to the program.

l’IMI MIK(’ I

again on campus. according
to Maloney..
It is still uncertain when
Costa will be arraigned on the
charges. If he makes bail. Maloney said it could be several
weeks.

Just when he was ready for mid-life crisis,
something unexpected came up.
Puberty.

itrike Your
Torget Market
AdverWe
924-3270

The Action Option

Careers at
Advanced Micro Devices
Set your career into motion at AMD. We’re large enough to challenge for worldwide leadership in the
semiconductor industry, innovative enough to set new standards in integrated circuit technology -like
our 32 -bit AM29000, the world’s most powerful monolithic microprocessor. And most of all, we’re
smart enough to encourage our people to put their talents into action.

Organized for excellence
At AMD, youll be working within business units designed to encourage entrepreneurship as well as
teamwork. You’ll find support for your best ideas, and it won’t take long for your ability to be noticed.
You’ll be making contributions in a results -oriented environment where excellence is respected and
rewarded.

I,00king for the best
So if you’re already committed to excellence and determined to make things happen in your career, we
invite you to explore our current career or co-op opportunities. We’re looking for graduates with BS,
MS, or PhD degrees in fields such as Electrical Engineering, Corn puter Science, Chemical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Materials Engineering and Solid State Physics. There will also be positions available for MBA’s with technical or non-technical undergraduate degrees.
These positions are located in centers of important activity. We’re headquartered in Sunnyvale,
California, the heart of Silicon Valley, conveniently located near the cultural and natural wonders of
the San Francisco Bay Area. In addition, we maintain facilities in Austin and San Antonio, Texas, an
expanding corridor of high-tech business that also offers affordable housing and great recreational
and educational resources.
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To find out more about how to put your talents into action at
AMD, check with your Placement Office, or send your resume
directly to University Recruiting, Advanced Micro Devices,
MS -57, 901 Thompson Place, P.O. Box 3453, Sunnyvale, CA
94088. For further details, call TOLL FREE (800) 538 8450
x 2799, or call directly (408) 749-2799. An equal opportunity
employer.
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Columbia Pictures Presents A Clement/La Frenais production
starrinpludge Reinhold "Vice Versa" Fred Savage Swoosie Kurtz
music by David Shire Director of Photography King Baggot Executive Produwr Alan Ladd, Jr.
Written and Produced In Dick Clement & lan La Frenais Directed by Brian Gilbert

STARTS FRIDAY AT SELECT THEATRES.

